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                Fetal rhesus D typing

                FastQ® RHD fetal
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Rhesus prophylaxis rethought! FastQ® RHD fetal - for targeted rhesus prophylaxis. Thanks to our new real-time PCR kit, targeted anti-D prophylaxis is possible through the use of modern, molecular and non-invasive fetal diagnostics. In contrast to other tests, the FastQ® RHD fetal kit types three exons of the RHD gene instead of only one exon. This allows for safe and targeted administration of difficult-to-access anti-D immunoglobulins.

	Efficient: thanks to our FastQ® RHD fetal kit, targeted rhesus prophylaxis is possible.
	Safe: detection of 3 exons (5, 7 and 10) instead of only one
	Flexible: the liquid format is compatible with different thermal cyclers
	Safe: no gels and no toxic substances
	2 kit formats: Available as 5-plex with integrated control and 4-plex with separate control


Through optimised multiplexing and the use of Taqman® probes, we maximise the precision and safety of the FastQ® product line.
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            FastQ® cff control

            Real-time PCR kit
        

    
	3 x 12 tests
	728214
	
        
            
                IVD certified            
        

    
	
                    
                
                    
                        

                        Cycler Compatibility Check
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            FastQ® RHD fetal

            Real-time PCR kit
        

    
	3 x 24 tests
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	3 x 24 Tests
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                                                Perfected workflow for fast results

Thanks to ready-to-use reagents, real-time PCR provides you with fast, valid results. A sufficient amount of cff DNA is required for typing the fetal Rhesus D trait.

In only one PCR run, the 3 exons 5, 7 and 10 of the RHD gene are typed. After pipetting, the pure typing takes approx. 105 minutes. The evaluation is done via the device software.
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    No FAQs created for this product yet! Would you like to create a FAQ suggestion? contact@bag-diagnostics.com
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                                TRY THE KITS!

                                Would you like to convince yourself of our product? We would be happy to present our kits to you personally in a demo. Our product experts will come to your laboratory without obligation.

                            

                            Request demo 

                        

                    

                                        


                

            

        






  
  











  
      



	

  Safe prenatal determination of the fetal rhesus factor




        
  
      For expectant mothers, this paves the way for targeted rhesus prophylaxis. Until now, all rhesus D-negative pregnant women were usually advised to undergo treatment with expensive and difficult to obtain anti-D immunoglobulins. However, in nearly 40% of cases, this is not necessary because the fetus is also rhesus D negative.

Thanks to our new FastQ® RHD fetal kit, targeted anti-D prophylaxis is possible by using modern, molecular and non-invasive fetal diagnostics via real-time PCR typing. If a rhesus D-positive child is expected, only a blood sample from the pregnant woman is required for the prenatal test.* Testing may be carried out from the 11th week of pregnancy at the earliest in single-child pregnancies.

The prerequisite for a reliable analysis of the fetal rhesus D trait is a sufficient amount of cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA). Since it is possible that there is not enough cff DNA in the blood at the 11th week of pregnancy, a second test must be performed from the 20th week of pregnancy if the first result is negative. This is because the concentration of cffDNA increases during the course of pregnancy.

Due to the high number of variant RhD alleles, there are RhD variants in which individual exons may be missing. For this reason, 3 exons of the RHD gene are examined by real-time PCR analysis. By detecting the three exons 5, 7 and 10, the probability of a false negative result is extremely minimized.

* In Germany specialized genetic counseling is required for the analysis, as it is a genetic examination of a genetic trait in the unborn child.
  
  
  




	



	



        
  
      Three kits for more flexibility
  
  
  






  
    FastQ® RHD fetal  


  
    



        
  
      With this kit you detect 3 rhesus D exons in one PCR run. An internal amplification control is already included. A 4-channel real-time cycler is necessary . Get more detailed information in the instruction.
  
  
  




    

  






  
    FastQ® cff control  


  
    



        
  
      For even more safety: Combine FastQ® RHD fetal easily with this kit for cff control and verify rhesus D negative results. The kit contains the foetus-specific detection of a chromosomal marker. This is positive in around 50% of test samples.
  
  
  




    

  






  
    FastQ® RHD fetal plus  


  
    



        
  
      Our special format for the QuantStudioTM 6 Flex System (Applied Biosystems) real-time cycler. Here you combine the advantages of FastQ® RHD fetal and FastQ® cff control in a 5-plex mix: Detection of 3 exons (5, 7 and 10), internal amplification control and cff control.
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            YOUR BENEFITS

        

        
	targeted administration of difficult to obtain anti-D immunoglobulins.
	detection of 3 exons (5, 7 and 10) instead of only one ensures precise typing
	compatible with various thermal cyclers
	for the sake of health - no gels and no toxic waste



    




	




  
  













  
      






    
                    
                
                    
                        "FastQ® RHD fetal plus kit reliably analyses the genetic predisposition of a fetus for the expression of a rhesus D type. Of particular note is that this kit eliminates the need to perform a restriction digest, which contributes to a faster and easier procedure. The kit includes two internal controls that indicate proper sample processing, is particularly robust and has not produced any inconclusive results since its introduction 6 months ago. "


                        R. Friedrich

                        Research Associate Molecular Diagnostics and NGS alphaomega Laboratories, Leipzig, Germany
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                            What our customers say...

                        

                    
                

            

            

    






  
  













  
      



	

  Precision and flexibility in evaluation




        
  
      Perfect workflow

Thanks to ready-to-use reagents, real-time PCR provides you with fast results. A sufficient amount of cff DNA is needed for typing. A control for the detection of sufficient fetal DNA in the samples avoids false-negative results.

In only one PCR run, the 3 exons 5, 7 and 10 of the RHD gene are typed. After pipetting, typing takes approx. 105 minutes.
  
  
  






        
  
      Matched hardware at best conditions

The combination of our real-time FastQ® RHD fetal kits and Bio-Rad's powerful amplification systems provides you with rapid, clear typing results.

You can conveniently obtain the complete test system from us, consisting of the test kits and the matching CFX PCR cycler - all from a single supplier and at attractive conditions, including initial installation and instruction in the system.
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            Kira Kirchgessner 

            Product Manager

            Blood Group Diagnostics

            +49 6404 925-318

            +49 170 9509943

            Drop me a line! 
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With our real-time PCR kits you can reliably type the rhesus D status of the fetus. Unlike other tests, the FastQ® RHD fetal kit types three exons of the RHD gene instead of just one. This allows safe and targeted administration of hard-to-find anti-D immunoglobulins."
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      Just for those who want more: Further information
  
  
  




    
                        

                Technology PCR
                
                    
                        interesting facts about real-time PCR                    

                

                                        




    
                        

                CFX - Cycler
                
                    
                        Cycler + Kit value package                    

                

                                        




    
                        

                Cycler Compatibility Test
                
                    
                        compatibility check cycler / test kits                    
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      BAG Diagnostics GmbH
  
  
  






        
  
      Amtsgerichtsstr. 1-5
D-35423 Lich
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      Legal notice | Privacy Policy
  
  
  




	
		
	
	
	
	
		




	



	


        
  
      Trainings & Workshops
  
  
  







        
  
  
Currently there are no events.

  







        
  
      Fairs, Congresses & Events
  
  
  







        
  
  
  
    Thursday, 18.04.2024
  




  9TH NATIONAL CONGRESS ON TRANSPLANTATION IMMUNOLOGY AND GENETICS

  18.04.2024


      Papillon Zeugma Hotel Kongre Merkezi, Antalya

  
  




  
    Monday, 20.05.2024
  




  37th European Immunogenetics and Histocompatibility Conference (EFI)

  20.05.2024–23.05.2024


      Jerusalem
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		23
		Feb
	

	
		Shiva Scientific & BAG Diagnostics celebrate 30 years of partnership

		
								

		The BAG team is delighted to celebrate today our successful partnership with Dr. Upadhyay and

	
	


	
	
		02
		Feb
	

	
		Dr. Ingo Meier appointed Managing Director of BAG Diagnostics

		
								

		Dr. Ingo D. Meier, previously Head of the Diagnostics Business Unit for BAG Diagnsotics, has been
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